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ul. Łużyczan 10
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www.trimetis.com

About Trimetis
Trimetis is an Austrian IT group established by experts with long-term experience in international companies.
The group specializes in Consulting, IT-services as well as Expert-Sourcing. Among its clients there are the most
recognizable brands from the Automotive and Financial industry.
Currently, we are looking for ambitious and motivated candidates for one of our clients from Silicon Valley to
join our office in Lublin at a position as

iOS and Android Developer [f/m]

Some background information:
Together with our client we are building an exciting product that has a strong focus on bringing a consumer
level UX to the enterprise world, delighting users and driving strong engagement. On the technology side, we
are supporting this mission with state-of-the art approaches and a strong sense for creating innovation. Our
apps and backend systems are very much data driven, be it Postgres/Kafka powered backends running on
kubernetes, or feature-rich Web, iOS and Android apps, using unidirectional data-flow and immutable datastructures that support an eventual-consistent infrastructure.
We are looking for a mobile apps engineer to join our client’s engineering team who is smart, curious and loves
the challenge of solving problems. As an ideal candidate you have solid experience in either Android or iOS
technologies and implementation of high quality products with a great passion to deliver excellent user
experience.

Your opportunity:




Work on a challenging problem that will transform the workplace
Take a major role in our highly interactive and data-driven mobile apps that are written on a modern
tech stack
Work with a high performing team of passionate engineers to deliver outstanding enterprise products

Our requirements:



Strong development experience in either iOS (Swift), Android (Java, Kotlin) or both
Experience in development of data driven apps with libraries like Redux is beneficial
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Experience writing production ready code, preferably in a product based company
Excellence at communicating ideas and collaborating in oral and written form with the team
Readiness to dig into new and complex topics
Target-oriented working-attitude
Team-spirit and self-determination
Good command of English

We offer:









International clients with challenging projects
Enthusiastic work atmosphere, good team-spirit
Attractive and fair remuneration
Private healthcare
Business English lessons (during working hours)
Integrational meetings
Multisport card
Fresh fruit in the office

Candidates willing to join us at the above position are kindly requested to send their CVs to:
kariera@trimetis.eu with the following declaration:
„I hereby agree to processing my personal data presented in the submitted documents by Trimetis Services sp.
z o.o., ul. Łużyczan 10, 20-830 Lublin for the purpose of recruitment process. This consent is submitted
voluntarily and I declare that I have been informed of the rights I am entitled to in accordance with the
Protection of Personal Data Act from August 29, 1997 (consolidated version: Journal of Laws as of 2002, No.
101, item 926 with amendments.”

Our contact:
Mrs. Agata Gradzinska
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